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king. And then he shows that a new tablet was discovered about 1925 Iin

Babylon mentioned the fact that at the conquest the kings don

was ku ad. That tablet has a . The writing is a little obaue on that

1t is now used by all scholars as a direct proof that the kings

son was killed. (,End of C 25)

Begin C 26---- In all that there is no other document except the be Ic

of Daniel that states the facts. Other accounts of the fall of Babylon
name

no one of them mentions Beleshazzers death. No one of them recognizes

the faot.that it was " No one of them recognizes that it was

was illed. Only Daniel tatio) on the book of £aniel. '"ad Professor

I) said how and he points out the fact that in three different versions

of all this I read to you it stated that Daniel will be made the third

ruler in the kingdom. For the one who ansered %i$/ it was to be made the

third ruler in the kingdom. ow that recognized the fact that ruling

There is his historical fact that in the book of Daniel otherwise absolutely

for documents and the Book of Daniel contains the proof

nd you know and scientific matter by a little suggestion of

that in the Bible will give us a clue to somethin which we may la ter

discover in or science. But while the Bible doesn't attempt to
Static -

or ($tdovery bad) ( 2) . Now there ore two ways to imagine what happened

One is this Daniel wrote it down. Told what happened. The background is

exactly iow, lets suppose that the critics are right.
historical

What is the situation. Well I figured out something like this. If we

say about 160 - 172, 11 tie group of Tews,aro fighting,around Jerusaleum

for their lives. great Syrian army is around them, They are fighting - -

little formations
hostile, with little attacks, gradual building up from every part is

- nesessary for the fight. But one of them said, I'm going to write a book
inspiration - --

Then I'm going to make up this story , the Wonderful peace which God

did years ego to encourage the people to fight hard , s you know in that

tiem there was nothing with any references fromGod with 'past
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